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Since the Infant days of thie republic men have argued
the need for and reasons kg ^lnst a strong oentral government.
Arguments notwithstanding, the Federal Government becomes
stronger in its control and nore centralized in its nature.
As the Federal Government has grown in size and strength
the tendency has also been toward more centralization of the
defense structure. The National Security Act of 19^7 created
the Department of Defense and brought unified financial manage-
ment to the military servicer ,~ The Department of Defense Re-
organization Act of 195S strengthened the direction, control and
authority of the Secretary of Defense over the three military
pdepartments.
The National Security Act Amendments of 1949 and parti-
cularly Title IV of this act was aimed at providing increasing
central control by the Office of the Secretary of Defense of
the finances of the three military services.^ Since Title IV
it is apparent that an extensive program is underway within the
OSD directed toward inaugurating more complex and extensive
accounting procedures for the Navy, Army and Air Force.
80th Congress, 1st Session Public Law 256,
August 10, 1949.
235th Congress, 2nd Session, Public Law r>99, August 6,
195S.
581st Congress, 1st Session Public Law 216, August 10,
19*9.

2One such program is directed at area of financial management of
appropriations for operations and maintenance. This program
is endorsed by the Secretary of the Navy and is in the process
of implementation by the Navy."*
The stress on approved financial government is a worthy
and necessary program and in definitely the will of the Congress
and the desire of the People, however, it appears that under
this guise of improved Bftnageaent there is a definite current,
directing more and more control of all decision making at the
OSD level with little flexibility left to the Services.
As the trend in big business has bean toward decentral-
ization of management, the military has steadily moved toward
complete centralization. Fewer decisions are left to the top
management of the Servicer or to the operational and activity
commanders
.
lOther design of this paper is to show that in the
past the Navy may not have been truly aware of the extent or the
seriousness of its own maintenance problems within the Fleet.
Operations have been overriding, and because of the excellent
construction, the ships have been able to run without adequate
maintenance.
On the other hand, possibly the Navy may have been
too cost-conscious and therefore unwilling to request and spend
the large annual amounts of money necessary to maintain an
A
Department of Defense, DOD Directive No. 7040.1,
May 29, 1959.
^Department of the Navy, Sec. Nav. Instruction 7110. 7»
August 12, 1959.

3adequate maintenance posture within the Fleet,
In this paper I hope to enow the process by which
ship maintenance and repair funds are obtained, how they are
used and accounted for, and what value is received by the
Congress and the People.

CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OF THE FLEET OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE BUDGET
Mission and Functions
Congress, in the National Security Act of 19^7 as
amended, provided the basic policies, procedures and functions
of the Department of Defense, including the Army, Navy and the
Air Force, under the direction, authority and control of the
Secretary of Defense.
6
The functions of the military departments and military
ervices are quoted in part as:
Prepare forces and establish reserves of equipment
and supplies for the effective prosecution of war, and
the plan for the expansion of peacetime components, to
meet the needs of war.
Organize, train and equip forces for the assignment
to unified or specified commands.
Prepare and submit to the Secretary of Defense budgets
for their respective departments} justify before the
Congress budget requests as approved by the Secretary
of Defense; and administer the funds made available for
maintaining, equipping, and training the forces of their
respective departments, including those assigned to
unified and specified commands.
7"
Q
The Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1958
80th Congress, 1st Session, Public Law 253 » July 26,
19^7.
7Department of Defense, Department of Defense Directive
No. 5100.1 December 31, 1958.




5amended the National Security Act of 19^7 in strengthening the
direction, authority and control of the Secretary of Defense.
In addition the unified or specified combatant commands were
strengthened and given the authority for performance of
military missions.
This Act thus placed the individual military departments
in a different defense roll. Where the Navy had previously been
a eeparate and distinct combatant force, it was now a logistic
Bupport force supplying trained and ready forces to the unified
commanders. Where the Navy had formerly been a complete and
integrated fighting force, independent of the other three
services, it now found its forces possibly operated by commanders
from another service, but responsible for the supply and support
of all required naval forces employed by that commander.
Employment of naval forces seems to fall into three
main classifications of use. First are those ready forces
combining "showing the flag" and maintaining a first line of
defense. These are the Sixth and Seventh Fleets in the
Mediterranean and Western Pacific areas. Next are the anti-
submarine defense forces and striking forces as exemplified by
Task Force Able, and Second Fleet respectively. Third is that
group of forces in various states of repair, overhaul or train-
ing in preparation for replacement of those forces now in
operation with the Fleets.
On top of all of these operational requirements and
international commitments are placed those overriding needs to
wage limited wars such as those actions at Lebanon or Formosa.

6With this tempo of operations It is not difficult to see why
the readiness of the Fleet has diminished rapidly with the
passage of time.
Though the Navy has been aware of this condition for
sometime little recognition of the problem has been given by
the Department of Defense in the preparation of annual budget
submissions.
However, in the Fall of 1958 the Navy succeeded in
interesting Secretary of Defense McElroy in the fleet maintenance
problem. As a result of this Interest the Secretary of the
Navy called together a civilian study group of three men headed
by Mr. Blewltt, President of Newport News Shipbuilding and
Drydock Company. The final report partially released to the
newspapers revealed thats
. • • The United States Fleet is not in an acceptable
state of readiness a board of civilian Bhip experts has
warned the Navy.
• • . Blame for the bad material condition of most
of the Navy warships was put on age, the tempo of operation
of ships and the funds available for maintenance, modern-
ization and new construction. • .9
The report declared that the Nation must make a choice:
either provide a substantial increase in maintenance, modern-
ization, and new construction funds, or decide it cannot afford
the size Navy now maintained and reduce the Fleet to a size
where the funds allowed are adequate.
This report serves to point up two considerations for
national defense by naval forces in brl^it detail t
^"Civilian Study of Navy Finds Fleet Not Ready,"
The Washington Post and Times Herald. March 31, 1959, p. Al-2.

71« Wo novai farett can b* MMlidtaPil fffdy which are
not in top material condition with tht I'lOdern weapons
available.
2. Under a level fuming budget concept a fleet cannot
be maintained modern without adequate replacement with new
construction ships or 1 fttiTWH< la tiM and strength of the
forces
•
Operation and Maintenance Budget Formulation
Funds for the operation and maintenance of the active
fleet are contained in the Operations and Maintenance, Navy-
budget as a part of the overall Navy budget. The Chief of
Naval Operations is responsible to the Secretary of the Navy for
formulating and developing program objectives for the Navy.
Program objectives are classified under three general headings:
1 # Annual Program Objectiver,
2, Projected Program Objectives
3. Lon?? Range Objectives
Annual Program Objectives provide the broad base for
annual budget estimates for the Naval Establishment.
Pro leeted Program Objectives are considered to be a part
of mobilization objectives and relate to the five-year period
immediately following, the Budget Year.
The Long Range Objectives define the Department of the
Navy objectives for the period seven to fifteen years subsequent
to the budget year in suooort of the Lon* Range War Plan.
Annual Program Objectives have been defined by the Chief
of Naval Operations At

. . expressions of reasonable attainable goals which
are planned for accomplishment during a particular
fiscal year. They serve as a basis for the development
of detailed requirements upon which budgetary estimates
are prepared. • • *
.Tin nnn<ber of ships to be operated and maintained for the year
within broad guidelines e.re contained in these Annual Program
Objectives,
The Comptroller of the Navy prepares a letter of instruc-
tions for the preparation and subisission of the budget based on
guidance received from Bureau of the Budget and Office of the
Secretary of Defense,
Upon receipt of the program objectives and guidance
letter fron the Comptroller! the bureaus commence preparation of
detailed esttastes by appropriations,
For the a&cvtal submissions of the budget for funds for
eupoort of the ships of the active fleet the Chief, Bureau of
Shir-?? interprats the Annual Program Objectives. A letter of
rsqueat is then prepared by the Fleet Maintenance and Improvement
Section and sent to the Commander In Chief, U. S. Atlantic Fleet
and the Commander Service Force Pacific Fleet. These two
commanders serve as the principal logistic agents for the Atlantic
and Pacific Fleets in the support of maintenance and operation
funds.
The stated purpose of the annual letter of CINCLANFLT
and COMSERVPAC is to "request the addressees to submit back-up
data for use in preparing the Fiscal Year 1961 Apportionment
10
Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations Instruction 5010,10, June 5, 1956.

9Request, and in formulating the Fiscal Year 1962 Budget for
active fleet overhaul, restricted r.vailabllitler,, arid supplies
and equipage funds,
rach year the Chief Purer u of Ships endeavors to
budret for adequate maintenance and operation funds for the
active f.Teets to Insure that our vessels are maintained, in the
best possible condition of materia! readiness* In this connec-
tion, efforts are continually ^ade to obtain additional funds
to cover factors such as the increasing Age of ships and the
increasing complexity of equipment J however it should be recog-
nized that action by higher budget review authority is based
xipon coat return experience as en indication of future require-
ments. Therefore, any repeat for increased funds over past
experience must bt .nccompnnSed by couplets Justification and
12
substantiating data.
5*he Bureau of Ships compiles the budget based on the
actual fleet estimates at received and submits these requirements
together with other total O&M budget needs to the Program Sponsor
in the Office of the Chief of Kaval Operations* The Program
Sponsor for ship maintenance is QP-C4, presently Vice Admiral
Wilson* Upon approval by the Program Sponsor the O&M budget is
then submitted to the NavConpt for review*
The Comptroller in preparing the "'mark up M of the budget
disregards the fleet estimates and budgets for fleet support
m il ii ««i » I* — * M^***<*—*—^j*^l*|i—tW*W>HMI U *WW M fc—w**—»www—i—PPMiw—llWiiii i mmmmmmmmmtm^mmammmmmimmmmmtmmmtm






using returned costs from past years. Faced with a level over-
all Navy budget requirement to meet, the Comptroller tries to
establish a balance of 0<H. needs within the program with the
many other needs of procurement, research and development and
personnel.
The marked up budget is then returned to the Bureaus and
the Chief of Naval Operations for reconsideration. It is at
this level the CNO Advisory Board, known as the CAB attempts to
resolve the budget problems between all programs to meet those
levels proposed by the Comptroller in acting for the Secretary
of the Navy.
Upon completion of this review, or "reclama'1 as it is
called, the complete and M budget, now integrated with the
complete Navy budget, is submitted for the approval of the
Secretary of the Navy and subsequent higher review.
Realignment of Appropriation Structure
The Operations and Maintenance, Navy budget prior to
I960 was made up of 10 Navy and Marine Corps appropriations.
These 10 previous operation and maintenance appropriations were:
Navy personnel general expenses









These old appropriations are now shown as Budget Activities with-
in the appropriation Operation and Maintenance, Navy, with the
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exception that operation and maintenance costs to support test
and evaluation have been transferred to the appropriation,
"Research and Development, Teat and Evaluation, Navy. H
The Fiscal Year 1961 budget submission has been further
refined by removing all procurement previously included in the
operation and maintenance appropriation, and placing it in the
appropriate procurement appropriation.
Operation and Haintenanoe, liavy is now one appropriation
and consists of the following major activities:"*^
Major Activity Title
1. General Expenses, Navy personnel
2. Aircraft and Facilities






9. K&val I'etrcieuia Reserves
Programs under the management control of the Bureau of
Ships are funded primarily by the Major Activity Ships and
Facilities of the Annual Appropriation, Operation and Mainten-
ance, Navy, Therefore our interest is entirely with major
activity 3 which provides the major support for the ships of
the active fleet.
Present and Future Budget Considerations
'fhe Seeret&ry of Defense, in the Fiscal 1961 budget
preparation, made available |i billion additional to the basic
2J
Department of the Navy, Naval Comptroller Instruction
7110,21, November 22, 1957.

12
14budget. This was additional new obligational and expenditure
authority to be parceled out between the Services on the basis
of their proof of greatest need. The additional was to cover
onlr itezie for which the. baric budget did not provide.
Tn v>o «y#>rtit. «f the Navy it phoiilrJ be not«d that the
entire amount was requests la }u»tiflo&ti0B rather than an
equal one-third. Ab a result it appears that the Navy for 1961
will receive a substantia.! Inore-so of ^proximately $1 billion
over the level budget of I960.
The budget submission for 1962 will be submitted in
four parts
t
Part I All known Requirements
Part II 110$ of 1961 expected dollar amount
Part XIX 100*5 of I96X expected dollar amount
Part IV 95% of 1961 expected dollar amount
In an election year this system is being proposed as a
solution to possible lata requests for inform-tlcu by the new
Congress -nd now uctmiui oration in the White House. By provid-
ing four levels of budget, performance to higher reviewing author-
ity it la hooed that thifl will provide top management with the
information on what the national defense of the country will or
will not receive - i the four most- probable buogei levels.
In the case of ship B&int*nftn««, this budget will provide
conerete exa/nple^ of &#flft|ftl&fti#t In the fltet v/hieh will be
rectified or which '.fill continue to axial ix; the chosen balance
between current liad future ne-aa: .
14
U. S. Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee
on Ajipropriaiiane, ajggAsgl* ^?>r-ila^^^l^atgi3^.-i^ropr^ation8
for 1961 . 86th Congress, 2nd Session, i960, Parts, p. 4.

CHAPTER II
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF MAINTENANCE FUNDS
ORGANIZATION
Figures II-l and II-2 show diagrammatically the current
organization of the Department of the Navy and the Office of
the Chief of Naval Operations. These charts reflect the changes
which resulted from the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958.
The organization of the Department of the Navy is
described as bilinear. It is a "horizontal*' form of organization
as compared with the other military departments which are
"vertical" in form. Relow the Secretary of the Navy, control
of the Navy is divided horizontally among the Chief of Naval
Operations, the Under Secretary of the Navy and the Commandant
of the Marine Corps.
The bilinear organization thus embraces two lines of




The Military Command line is primarily concerned with
training and developing the capabilities and readiness of
military forces; with planning *nd determining their supporting
requirements; and with the military administration of the
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Commandant of the Marine Corps have responsibility to the
Secretary for all matters relating to military command. It is
In this section of the organisation which are included the
Operating Forces of the Navy.
The business administration lin^ is concerned with
providing the equipment, material, trained personnel and ser-
vices necessary to meet the supporting requirements of the
Operating Forces. The Chiefs of the Bureaus under the direction
of the Under Secretary and Assistant Secretaries have responsi-
bility for these matters of business administration.
The bilinear organization integrates both the Industrial
and military elements upon which sea power depends. This con-
cept has been farther described as the "consumer" and "producer"
concept. The Operating Forces of the Navy and the Marine Corns
are the consumers and the bureaus and supporting shore activities
are the producers of supporting requirements.
By reference to Figure II-l again it may be seen that
there is an overlap in the administration of shore activities of
the Department. Since 19^6 this control has been envisioned





The Secretary of the Navy under a new General Order 19
*
signed on May 21, 1959» revised the administration of shore
activities to provide for only two lines of control, (1) military
-^Department of the Navy, G-eneral Order No. 19,
Washington, D. C, May 21, 1959.

17
co-imand, (2) Management control.
illtary Command of shore activities provides for the
"efficient military operation and military administration of
activities/116
-nagement Control provides for "efficient discharge
by shore activities of their individual and collective respon-
sibilities for meeting supporting requirements of the operating
forces/'17
The responsibilities of the Chief of Naval Operations
under these two types of control are: (1) planning, forecasting
and determining the requirements of the Operating Forces for
material, facilities, and personnel; (2) coordinating the efforts
of the bureaus and offices of the Navy Department as necessary to
effectuate availability and distribution of these requirements;
(3) issuing statements of requirements to the bureaus and offices
and reviewing and analyzing progress in fulfilling these require-
ments; (4) collaborating with the civilian assistants in fulfill-
ing requirements of the Operating Forces and in evaluating and
strengthening the procedures governing the determination of
requirements; and (5) coordinating and integrating the require-
ments of the Operating Forces, the : arlne Corps and the bureaus








pOMiMlity fOl intenance bvr
organisation of the navy and Its bilinear
concept baa neen Illustrated in detail to highlight the
complexity or the financial management of funds for direct
support of the Fleet,
Though the chart shows separate responsibility for
military command and business admiristr" tion, in the area of
logistic control and administration, it. - r, be seen from the
precedi ~ag;raph that the functions ef the C^C cut across all
lire- of Street control.
Though the Comptroller of the Navy's authority and
responsibility In too financial matters is exercised through
what has been described as technical control, the importance and
power of his decisions should not be underestimated. The
Comptroller and ?*is Btaff emphasize that they do not make
"military" deelaion* « "owever, because of the position of the
Conntroller in the organization, and his possession of complete
financial information, the CHO is faced -with those alternative
solutions presented to him by the Comptroller. In any decision
in? by the c:.'0 and his Advisory Board, it must in fact be
one of the Conptroller 1 . Is v;hich will be the agreed
solution.
The danger of the syetea way often be that the real
decision is being made by men within the organisation of the Navy
who in fact have no legal responsibility for their decisions.
This become^ rr;orc possible than ever before under the present
single and R appropriation adopted in Fiscal year I960, Tne

19
Navy for the first time has separated the budget system from
the bureau system.
The Deputy Comptroller, RADM Beardsley noted In the
& M appropriation hearings that the single appropriation would
19give greater flexibility. * Because, for the first time bureau
lines of responsibility may be crossed, greater flexibility may
be obtained. This does not actually turn out to be the case in
practice because the Office of the Secretary of Defense retains
control over the quarterly reviews and apportionment process and
must give approval to any adjustments made between activities
within the appropriation. (Figure II-3).
The bureau chief on the other hand, while retaining the
same responsibility as before is no longer certain whether he
will have the necessary money to operate next week, ftor does he
know what planned and funded programs may be cut out by higher
authority. He has neither a true fixed or flexible budget upon
which he can depend throughout the year.
Proposed Changes in Financial Management
of the & N Appropriation
The D D as indicated above is carrying on a continuing
program to further system controls under the broad directives of
Public Law 863. It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss
these plans in detail, however brief mention of the present status
Of development should be known.
^Department of Defense Appropriations for I960, Hearings
Before the Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations. House
of Representatives, Eighty-sixth Congress, First Session
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A Department of Defense directive has been Issued for
the purpose of establishing basic policies for improved budget-
ing, administration and management of in the field of & M. 20
The Secretary of the Navy has endorsed the program and is
implementing it through the use of an Ad Hoc Committee to study
the problems and plan an implementing time schedule. This
appears to be an extremely long range program requiring several
years to Implement thore portions of the program which may
prove feasible.
Budget for Overhaul and Repair
for Fiscal Year I960
The Navy requested and received ships and facilities
funds from the Congress for Fiscal Year I960 in the amount of
|850 million. Of this amount 0381 million was for the operation
and maintenance of the active fleet and 63 million for the new
FRAM program. This money was appropriated to provide for the
overhaul of 330 ships and the rehabilitation of 33 ships under
FRAM.
The Mid-Year Review required under the apportionment
system indicates in the case of operation and maintenance of
the active fleet (Subhead 2410), there exist unfunded require-
ments of $11.7 million, *10.3 million of which applies to active
fleet overhauls and '5.5 million for FRAM.
Despite this deficiency, the Mid-Year Review Summary
by the Nav Compt as nresented to the ecretary of Defense
Department of Defense, Department of Defense
Directive ,0. 7040.1, May 29, 1959.

22
recommends a decrease in thr ^ and Facilities reapportion-
nent of |'1.8 million.
Vice Admiral ,,iloon stated in the Senate Hearings for
the & K appropriations for I960:
Mobility is the Navy's greatest asset. The
importance to the national security of the mobility
of the Navy and Marine Corps was clearly demonstrated
in the crisis of Lebanon and Taiwan, . . . But our
mobility cannot b< 3 oiled unless our ships, aircraft
and men are trained reliable and ready, "Operations
and Maintenance" buys this immediate readiness. 23-
Senator Stennis during the same hearings stated
:
. . . We all have different impressions, perhaps,
but I am a small war man myself. I think what we
are going to be called on for is things li&g Formosa
and Lebanon and we will be for a long time. 22
Despite these statements by the Program Sponsor and
a prominent member of the Senate Committee on Appropriation?:,
the Navy's own policy is to provide inadequate funds for the
maintenance of the active fleet.
Summary
The combination of & M funds into one appropriation
is certainly a progressive step in financial management. How-
ever, again the bilateral organization of the Navy proves to
be a barrier to the combination of organization and financial
responsibility. Where the Air Force and Army organizations were
strengthened by this budgetary control the Navy has added to Its
Pl
Department of Defense Appropriations for I960,
Bearings Before the Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropria-
tions , senate, Eighty-Sixth Congress, First Session, p. 746.
22




Though the Franke Board laet year again endorsed the
bilinear organisation of the Navy, It appear* that the next
truly ^ro '-receive step in financial management in the Navy can
only come through the Installation of a truly functional
erganleatioa under a chief of staff.

CHAPTER III
Fir ;. , T
^adiness
The objective of the Operations and Maintenance budget
for active ships of the U. S. Navy is to provide the funds
necessary to operate and maintain those vessels in a satisfact-
ory state of readiness, Here the concern if? with the state of
material rendineeo of the chip including all of its equipment,
supplies and ma in tcnance replacement fcs.
The great value of a ftavy over that of the other three
services lies in the Fleet's mobility and ability to sustain
itself far from the homeland without support from foreign shores.
A naval ship can be self supporting only if its equipment is
in the best possible material condition. -uipment must have a
built in safety factor, plus the necessary replacement parts
to ensure dependability during the given operating period. This
period ma;,' vary from two weeks to nine months.
It has always been the policy of the U. . . vy to
maintain its ships with its own naval forces, each commanding
officer having sole responsibility for the material condition
of his ship and the accomplishment of any necessary repairs.
lar overhauls by a naval shiny?: re7 or private shi< -
yard are scheduled at regular intervals and for periods varying




has a cycle of 36 months with an overhaul of 4 months within
that period of time (32 x 4). Limited modernization is accom-
plished during these overhaul periods at the same time the
repairs are made.
Unscheduled periods of industrial work on a ship may be
necessary periodically to make repairs of damage sustained in
storms or accidents at sea, or to install urgently needed modern
equipment which cannot wait for the next overhaul period. These
periods are termed Restricted or Technical Availabilities.
Recently a new type of availability has become important
to the fleet. It is the Supply Availability and pertains to
the complete inventory and replacement of missing items of the
ship's supplies and equipage. This is a very important function
but also very expensive and time and labor consuming. It is
normally accomplished only once on an individual ship.
Material Readiness
There are four major factors contributing to the
deteriorating material condition of the Fleet:
1. Tempo of operations
2. Personnel
3. Money
4. Age of Ships
By tempo of operations is meant the large number of
world wide commitments placed upon the Fleet since 1945 because
of our position as the leading power of the Free World. Our
International interests require supDort by the U. S. Navy, but
our force levels are ever decreasing. This requires more

26
operations by the regaining unite | resulting in an increased
"tfinino of ^^ratlone" with deereased E .al upkeep. In the
ourr<=r + fiscal y<- Inactivating 47 ships now In
the art'- t In order to money for operation of the
remainder pf 1 1 in this reduction in size brings
no corrr Le In requirements froa the Department
of State.
The Ha*y is short in both quantity of men and quality of
petty officers. This I- serious contributing factor to the
material readiness problem and no solution appears to be in the
offing. The fay increases approved by the Congress in 1958
helped in BOSH rare but provide:! only a partial and temporary
solution.
The overhaul funds In the past 10 years have provided
adequate repairs to the ships for the short term but have not
been adequate for complete system overhauls. As a result entire
electrical, electronic and propulsion systems of ships were worn
out.
The funds approved by the Congress for naval ship con-
struction since 1945 have been inadequate to provide replacement
with modern ships. As a result we are faced with a "block
obsolescence" of the Fleet. New construction costs have soared
resulting in cut backs even in authorized ship hulls in order
to remain within the funds appropriated.
lntenancs and Fundin olio
Fleet raainte" policies are specified in broad terms
by the CMC, ars amplified and administered by the Fleet Commander,
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and are impl emented by the °hi~ Typo r " lJl«*r (Submarine
Foro, ' > ?--' B )
.
^1^+r
-t-9r I there 'fViolent
"
~ • rational and a needs of tl
activr f] •• , le of AV>is need, a genera] policy has
bed In reoent i the ^", .-^+ Commanders speci-
fyi> Lerlty for- the obligation ana <
fundn as folio*
Priority 1 supplies and r ~ I je
iority 2 Restricted and Technical Availabilities
iority 3 Regular Overhauls
>p3
'
ire limited in ranee and deoth
to what the ^ eet Commander feels is most urgent. R & T
availabilities cover only those emergency renalrs necessary for
operational readiness* Regular overhauls are deferred into a
subsequent fiscal year if sufficient fun" - not available in
the current year to pay for the necessary work. referral of
overhauls in reality is no solution for it means additional
overhauls for the following year. Deferral postpones the day
of reckoning and disrupts shipyard workload snd ship operating
schedules. Readjustments of funds are made between ship types
aE necessary to meet the greatest operational urgency. It is
by these policies that the & uate funds are stretched by
the Fleet Commander in attempt to meet the minimum needs of the
Fleet.
The Fleet Commander If .th a compromise
between maintenance Lone, There is a continual attemnt
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to establish a balance between these two requirements.
However, as the size of the fleet has been reduced,
while world commitments remained high, the shit>s have received
less and less maintenance of any kind. Mr. 3heppar3 highlighted
the maintenance problem and pointed the finger at past Navy
policy stating?
In the first place, maintenance money has lone been
looked upon in the military, from my point of view,
as something to draw on when you had emergency or a
requirement in another field. It lias been a soft
touch • • • and I think it is reaching the point
where there is quite a stench • • *«3
This appears to be the first occasion in which the Navy
has been officially criticized for failure of its maintenance
policies. Though Fleet instructions specify active and continu-
ing programs of preventive maintenance, with the possible excep-
tion of the Submarine Force, these policies are not adhered to
by the Navy Force Commanders. Priority of operations continually
supercedes and overrides maintenance schedules, with the result
that maintenance is often first delayed and then forgotten.
Shipboard maintenance cannot be separated from personnel
policies. Kuch of our current maintenance backlog and poor
standards stems directly from naval personnel problems both
enlisted and officer. Two conditions have combined to make the
maintenance personnel problem an acute one in the «avy: (1) the
tremendous increase in technology in the Navy since 19^5 resulting
in more and more complex equipment requiring expert maintenance;
23
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(2) the expand ing economy of the country which has fostered a
heavy demand for technical men in industry at a much higher pay
scale than that of the naval service. Thus the Navy is forced
into 1 position of training men and officers to operate and
maintain the equipment, only to lo?e then1 to higher paying
positions la civilian life.
As a consequence of this low level of training prevailing
throughout the Fleet, equipment has deteriorated, operating life
has been shortened and repair and overhaul costs of ships have
soared.
In addition to the high tempo of operations, and low
level of training it should be pointed out that 80^ of the total
active Fleet was built during World war II. Old age is beginning
to take its toll.
When a ship is new it has a designed safety factor
throughout which enables the equipment to be operated for long
hours with little care. However, with tine this eafety factor
decreases and material failures in the ship increase. During
aajor fleet exercises nowadays casualty reports, or "casreps"
as they are called, come with ever increasing frequency as the
exercise stretches out in time. Each "casrep" is an indication
of some decrease in the shlp*s operational capability to carry
out its assigned task and mission. Unfortunately the report may
also include a personnel casualty ranging in nature from minor
to fatal.
A recent development vithin the Atlantic Fleet, la of
great significance to the 3hip ma inter urogram and requires
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comment. In the fall of 1959 Admiral Jerauld Wright, then
Commander in Chief of the U. S. Atlantic Fleet, appointed a
board to study the utilization of tenders and repair ships and
to report on ways to improve self-maintenance of the Fleet.
^
The report of the Board is excellent and contains many
recommendations which should result in better utilization of
available fleet repair facilities. However, the outstanding
and major recommendation is that "properly planned and firmly
scheduled upkeep periods have precedence over all operations
except overseas and other extended deployments. U ~ J
It was pointed out by Admiral Wright that this was not
a new concept. The principle Is a stated CNO policy which has
seldom if ever been adhered to by the Navy. Though the Board
set out only to study utilization of tenders by the Fleet, this
recommendation may be far reaching in placing material mainten-
ance and material readiner-s on a par with operations. This has
never before been accented in the Uavy, but it must be if the
Fleet if to remain a major naval power.
Material Maintenance
Fleet instructions require that ships maintain a Current
Ships Maintenance Program (CSMP) on each piece of equipment on
board. Value of this program of course varies between ships
24
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directly with the level of experience and training of the
engineer officer and the interest of the commanding officer.
Progressive maintenance is conducted by the ships
company with assistance of tenders, repair ships and the repair
bases supporting the Fleet. Where repairs are beyond the
capabilities of the crew, or too large to be handled by the
available fleet facilities, the ships are scheduled for work
in naval or orivately owned shipyards.
Shipyard work, whether scheduled or unscheduled, requires
detailed planning by CKO, Fleet Staffs, the Bureau of Ships and
the Naval Shipyard. The scheduling ic complex because each ship
is already tightly scheduled on an annual basis In order to
meet its operational commitments . The Naval Shipyard on the
other hand must try to maintain a level workload while meeting
deadlines for completed ships returning to the Fleet Commander.
The Bureau of Ships is faced with the additional responsibility
for maintaining a proper division of work betvrcen the shipyards.
Regular overhaul schedules are issued by the CNO and are
planned over three year periods. These overhaul schedules are
integrated with the Annual Fleet Operating Schedules. Unsched-
uled overhauls (R&T) are arranged between the Fleet and the
Shipyard Commander as workload and operating schedules permit.
Superimposed upon the operating and Industrial scheduling
is the humanitarian requirement to repair the ship In or near
Its homeport. In these days when ships are often away frorr their
homeports 10 months out of each year, there can be little argu-
ment with this premise. Though the ships crews would probably
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never believe it, long hours are spent by the planning officers
In attempting to schedule ship repairs in homeports.
New Developments
Maintenance improvement is often sained by complete
replacement of old equipment with new developments. These
improvements are mandatory to keev> a fleet modern, but they also
aid the maintenance program by replacement of material which may
be obsolete and beyond economical repair.
New developments reach the Fleet through a Ship Altera-
tion Program. An Alteration is defined as any change in the
ships allowance, equipage or supplies. These alterations are
accomplished through two basic programs: (1) military Improve-
ment Plan (KIP); (2) Ordinary Improvement Plan (OIP). These two
plans are authorized by the CNO, administered by the Bureau of
Bhips, and are funded under a separate budget activity under
Ships and Facilities, Navy.
It is not intended here to cover the Ship Alteration
Program except as it effects overall fleet maintenance. However,
it is important to note that over the past ten years as new
improvements have been developed through research, adequate
funds have not been budgeted to provide for installation. In
addition as new programs or emergencies have arisen, money which
had been approved by the Congress for alterations to the ships,
has been diverted. As a result a large backlog of new and modern
equipment for the fleet remains in supply warehouses for lack
of installation money. Thus, increased maintenance of the old
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equipment is required with a resulting increase in cost an3
lack of fleet modernization.
Each year as equipment and systems become larger and
more complex the installation costs increase and the Hgap"
between the installation funds required and allotted also
increases. For example a nuclear-powered submarine such as
SautHub costs three to four times more to overhaul than a con-
ventional submarine. Operating costs run in about the same
proportion. As increasing numbers of nuclear-powered ships Join
the Fleet, this will continue to be a growing element of cost.
Bureau of Ships Maintenance Responsibilities
The responsibility for new developments reaching the
Fleet is only one of the Bureau of Ships maintenance responsi-
bilities. The Bureau is directly responsible for the inspection
and maintenance standards for each piece of equipment on board
ship, the details of which are completely specified in the Bureau
of Ships Manual. Instructions on specific problems of ship
maintenance and safety are continuously provided by the Bureau,
to the Fleet, as new equipment and systems are installed and
operated.
Under the management and technical controls described
in Chapter II, the Bureau of Ships operates a far flung indus-
trial complex of naval shipyards and repair activities. These
shipyards provide the nucleus for the industrial support of the
Fleet in peacetime. In these activities are maintained the
knowledge and skills required to support the Fleet and enable it
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to operate at the time and place of our choosing.
As a part of this management responsibility the Bureau
shares with the individual yards the responsibility for perform-
ing better work at lower costs. Through various work measure-
ment, cost control and quality control programs the Bureau and
Naval Shipyards have continuously attempted to provide better
work at lower costs.
That these programs have not met with complete success
is indicated by the fact that shipyard costs have increased at
about 1% over the Dept. of Commerce Price Index. In 1959, Rear
Admiral R. K. James, now Chief, Bureau Ships, headed a panel
which investigated this problem in detail in an attempt to
ascertain the reason for increased costs, and make recommenda-
tions to the CNO and Secretary of the Navy which would cancel
the upward trend.
The Naval Shipyards are presently engaged in extensive
programs to reduce costs and continually improve work quality
standards. The problem in ship repair is a difficult one because
of the type of work, the complexities of work scheduling with
fleet operations, and the need to maintain level workloads.
Through the Bureau of Ships the Naval Shipyards maintain
technical support to the Fleet in the form of engineering and
production assistance as requested. This support may be in
port, at sea, or on foreign shores.
The satisfactory accomplishment of ship work within a
naval shipyard requires the mutual efforts of the officers and
men of the ship as well as those of the shipyard." Continuous
°R. J. Knox, How to Improve Your Shipyard Overhaul .
A.S.N.E. Journal, November 1955, op. 903-908.
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efforts are made by the officers of the Fleet, the Naval
Shipyards and Industrial Managers toward improving the
relationshios between the Fleet Customer, and the Shipyard
Producer, However this is a never-ending problem of training
and indoctrination.
Fleet Rehabilitation and Modernization
In January 1959 a bold step forward was taken by the CNO
in an attempt to arrest the rapid deterioration of the Fleet.
This program was entitled FRAM, standing for Fleet Rehabilitation
and Modernization. 27 The program was a direct result of the
Blewitt Report, referred to in Chapter I, which outlined the
deplorable material condition of the U. S. Atlantic and
Pacific Fleets.
The objective of the FRAM program is "to improve the
material readiness of the Fleet by a phased program of modern-
ization and rehabilitation to extend the useful life of World
War II built ships and thereby alleviate the trend toward block
pQ
obsolescence. ° It was noted that this program was a comple-
ment to and not a substitution for the annual shipbuilding and
conversion program.
The rehabilitation applied primarily to anti-submarine
type ships and was classified by two types:
27
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Mark I - A complete rehabilitation of all shipboard
components which will extend the useful life by
about eight (8) years combined with the maximum 2 odegree of modernization that can be provided,• • • •
Mark II - A rehabilitation of all shipboard compo-
nents which will extend the useful life about five
(5) years, together with a significant modernization
of weapons systems, electronics and communications. 30
Along with there two extensive overhauls the CNO endorsed
a policy of ' complete" overhauls for all ships undergoing over-
haul. This policy had origins ted within the U. S. Atlantic
Fleet but was extended to both fleets . "Complete" overhauls
are defined as overhauls in which all urgent repairs are
completed. The Fleet Commander provides the necessary addition-
al funds (if the cost exceeds the original planning estimate)
from funds diverted from a ship scheduled for overhaul later in
the fiscal year. This funding proeers will be discussed in
Chapter IV.
The selection of each vessel for the FRAM program is
done on individual basis after complete inspection by the Board
of Inspection and Survey. Fark I types ere included in the
new construction and conversion program and authorized annually
by the Congress. Mark II types are scheduled by the CNO as a
part of the annual Regular Overhaul Schedule. The Fleet Command-
er controls those funds required for the rehabilitation portion
of the overhaul while the Bureau provides the modernization
funds.
The policy of the CNO has been that in FRAM dollar
'
'
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limitations would not control. It was felt that the ship would
be complete regardless of cost. This policy is still in effect,
however, because of increasing coBts, limitations have been set
by the CttO for each type ship undergoing FRAM.
Summary
For many years the ftavy either through lack of interest
or poor salesmanship has been unable to convince higher budget-
ary reviewing authorities of the acute material condition of the
Fleet. The readiness of the Fleet for war was jeopardized by
the level budget and the shrinking value of the dollar. The
Navy as an instrument of national policy can be effective only
if it is truly ready and shows itself to be capable of immediate
and sustained operations in any area.
Some Improvement has been made with the inception of the
FRAM program calling for the modernization of 255 ships over the
5 year period from 1959 through 1963. Two ships were scheduled
in 1959 t 26 in I960, 27 in 1961 and the remainder through 1963.
This is one-third of the active fleet and primarily in the area
of anti-submarine warfare. However, even this program as compre-
hensive and ingenious as it is, only postpones the day of reckon-
ing for the Fleet. The lack of new construction, the lack of
adequate funds and trained personnel are problems still with us.
The CNO policy of getting as much "Future Navy" as possible while
31
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still "maintaining" an operating Navy ie excellent provided
we do not also carry our present problems into the future.

CHAPTER IV
ACCOUNTING FOR FLEET AND MAINTENANCE FUNDS
32
Sub Allocation of Funds to Fleet Commanders
Funde under the appropriation Operation and Maintenance,
Navy, for repaire, overhauls, and supplies and equipage of
phipp of the active fleet, are sub-allocated by the Bureau of
Shins to the Commander in Chief, U. 8, Atlantic Fleet, and the
Commander, fervioe Force, U. S« Pacific Fleet. Commander, Ser-
vice Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet acts as the principal logistics
agent for Commander in Chief, U* S. Pacific Fleet.
The suballocations are made by the Bureau of Ships on
advice of Suballocation (NAVSHIPS Form 4408 - 1) Figure IV-1.
The Major Activity is Shine and Facilities, Navy and the Budget
Activity is Operation and Maintenance of the Active Fleet. The
suballocation represents a legal limitation subject to the Ad-
ministrative Control of Funds Regulations (3679 Revised Statutes),
Each suballocation is divided into four quarterly amounts,
These quarterly amounts are a legal limitation which may not be
exceeded in the quarter in which they are allocated. The amounts
specified for future quarters are not available for commitment,
obligation or expenditure until the specific quarter allocated.
* Department of the Navy, Bureau of Shine Instruction




Amounts specified for future quarters are not available to the
Bureau of Ships until the quarterly apportionments from the
Bureau of the Budget on the first day of the quarter. There-
fore violation of the Federal statutes would occur if funds
were committed in advance of a quarter.
The financing of ship repair, overhaul, and supplies and
equipage is handled under Subhead 2410. Under this subhead
are established major projects. Examples of these projects are:
Project 10—Atlantic Fleet Overhauls in Naval Shipyards.
Project 11—Atlantic Fleet Overhauls in Private
Shipyards.
Project 24—Pacific Fleet supplies and Equipage
Planning estimates are established by the Bureau for
each of the major projects. (NAVSHIPS 4408-1A), Figure IV-2.
A planning estimate is a term used by the Bureau and the Fleet
in the administration of funds. A planning estimate is defined
by the Bureau as an estimated cost established for a segment of
work under a project order. The Fleet Commander further defines
the planning estimate as the estimated cost established for a
segment of work under a project order or allotment, usually
the work on one ship during a specific availability.
Because planning estimates are an administrative function
they do not establish a legal limitation and therefore may be
exceeded. Adjustments between projects may be made by the Fleet
without reference to the Bureau of Ships provided the total and
quarterly amounts are not exceeded. However, any adjustments of




The Fleet Commander is the funds administrator for all
funds authorized under the Advice of Sub-Allocation and Advice
of Planning Estimate, and is required to administer these funds
in accordance with the procedures of the Mav Compt Manual. In
the case of supplies and equipage an additional instruction is
provided."
The funds for supplies and equipage are actually allotted
to the Type Commander for his funds administration and control.
From this allotment each Type Commander assigns a target amount
for each ship and unit within his administrative control. These
targets are called QPTAR and are assigned to the Commanding
Officer each quarter. The Commanding Officer is required to make
a monthly report of the status of his obligations by the 10th of
the month. These reports are then consolidated by the T^com who
then reports his total obligations to the Fleet Commander.
The primary purpose for supplies and equipage allotments
i6 "to support changes for items required for operations and day-
to-day maintenance (except BUMED allowance lists) for which re-
imbursement is required. "** In Chapter III it was pointed out that
the Fleet has established the highest priority for S & E because
of the primary need to maintain the ships in a self supporting
condition for immediate and sustained operations in any area.
The policy of range and depth of the allowance of maintenance
parts must be a command decision of the Fleet Commander*
^^Demrtment of the Navy, TSureau of Shins Instruction .





Fleet Allotments 3.nd Sue Allotments
The preceding section pointed out the procedure by which
the U. S. Atlantic and U. £. Pacific Fleets receive funds for
Operation and Maintenance of the Active Fleet* It is emphasized
that these funds are allocated based on the budget as approved
by the Congress for the operation, maintenance, repair and over-
haul of a specific number of ships during the fiscal year.
The regular overhaul schedule is issued by the CNO and
is arranged by type of ship. The schedule lists the ship by
hull number, dates of the overhaul period and overhauling ship-
d. The starting dates of these overhauls may not be varied
by more than 3 weeks without the specific approval of the CNO.
The unscheduled repairs, called Restricted or Technical
Availabilities are actually scheduled by the Type Commander and
fitted into the Fleet Operating Schedule. This of course would
not include emergency type repairs. The budgeted funds were
approved en the basis of the best fleet estimates using known
requirements and past history. The S <fc E estimates are based on
past history and deficiencies in allowance as reported by the
individual ships.
Suballocated funds are administered solely by allotment.
When the Fleet Commander receives his suballocatlon of funds
from the Bureau he grants himself a single allotment using the
number 995 in each case. He then issues project orders from this
allotment. Figs. IV-3 and IV-4 are Included to show examples of
allotments and project orders which msy be issued by the Fleet
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Commander to the Industrial Activity accomplishing the work.
Repairs accomplished during regularly scheduled overhauls
and FRAM work at Naval Activities are financed by a single pro-
ject order issued directly to the activity. Other repair work
at a naval activity way be financed either by project order or
allotment. All repair work at privately owned shipyards is
financed by one allotment granted directly to the Industrial
Manager. The Industrial Manager is the naval technical repre-
sentative for the Naval District in which that shipyard is
located.
Examples of project orders issued to naval activities are
as follows:
Activity Project Order Number
ComNav Shipyd Chasn 10 995 705 60
10 - Cadge t Activity
995 - CincLantFlt aetivity number
705 - "'AV SHIPYD CHASN activity number
60 - Fiscal year for which issued.
Project orders are issued in June to be effective on 1 July on
each fiscal year.
Examples of allotments issued to naval activities for
work by either naval or private repair activities are:
Activity Allotment Number
Industrial manager USN 6 ND 11006/60
ComNav Shipyd Chaen 16007/60
Authorization of Work and Administration of
Maintenance Funds
£ach Fleet Commander has under hie command a Type
Commander for each ship type. Using the Atlantic Fleet as an




Commander Cruiser Force (Cruisers)
Commander Destroyer Force (Destroyers)
Commander t*aval Air Fore* (Carriers)
Commander Submarine Force (Submarines)
Commander Service Force (Logistic Support)
Commander Amphibious Force (Amphibious
)
commander Kin* Force inecraft)
The Type Commander is delegated the responsibility by
the Fleet Commander for the maintenance of his type ships and
supplying of these ships to the Operational Commanders • Each
Type Commander has a Maintenance Officer on his staff for the
support of this maintenance responsibility. The maintenance
officer and his assistants must know the material condition of
each ship of the type at all times, and the planned maintenance
and overhaul program for the past, current and succeeding year.
The Type Commander's Maintenance Officer works closely with
the ship commanding, officer, and the maintenance officers of the
Fleet, Bureau, Cft.0 and each Naval Shipyard
Planning of a Ship's Overhaul at a ftaval Shipyard
Each ship is required to prepare work requests covering
all known work at least 70 days prior to the start of an over-
haul. These work requests are submitted to the naval shipyard
or Industrial manager at least 70 days prior to the start of the
overhaul via the chain of command for review and approval.
Fleet Commanders require a pre-arrival inspection of the
Bhip by the overhauling activity five to six weeks prior to the
start of the overhaul. This inspection assists the ship and the
shipyard in making preliminary estimates of the amount of work
which may be required. In addition, the preliminary estimates of
costs as made by the shipyard indicate to the Fleet and Type
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Commanderr lAiat excers funds may be needed for urgent work above
the previously ">' mount.
o work request! b forward ed by the Type Commander con-
tain a work list number and a statement of the planning estimate
to be established. The Float COBtmandar upon recelnt of a copy
of the forwarding endorsement establishes a planning estimate
for this hull DUabar -mends the nroject order or allotment,
isd lately r>rior to the start of the overhaul an
arrival conference is held vlth representatives of the ship,
tyrse commander and shipyard. At this time all known work to be
accomplished during the overhaul is authorized by the Type
Commander's representative within the funds available. Any
changes in scoce of work during the overhaul, or change in
estimated easts, require a change in the planning estimate by
the Fleet Coaaandar. In the aasa of the Pacific Fleet the Indi-
vidual type commander is authorized to issue the planning esti-
mate. This information is normally provided by naval message
followed by amendment using Kav Compt Forms 2053 or 372.
In the case of Restricted or Technical availabilities
the Atlantic Fleet delegates the authority to the Type Commander
to sstabllan and revise all planning estimate for his ships.
Pacific Fleet delegates this authority for all overhauls.
Shipyards generally establish a Commander's Order to
finance overhaul work authorized by the Tyne Commanders due to
the time lag occurring between receipt of the planning estimate
messarr ~-A the allotment or proJ ast order aaandaant. This is




In the accomplishment of the work at a naval shipyard
it is the present policy of the Fleet to require a firm total
price of all work to be done on the ship as early in the overhaul
as possible. (In the case of an Industrial Manager or Naval
Repair Activity not under the industrial fund it is necessary
that an early determination of final cost be made but no firm
price is requested). The reason for emphasis by the Fleet on
firm price or accurate final cost as early as possible is two-
fold. First, in the case of firm pricing it tends to cut down
late authorization of work which may be unnecessary and costly.
Second, it provides the Fleet Commander better and earlier infor-
mation, thus enabling him to more efficiently utilize his avail-
able funds.
Firm prices as established by the naval shipyard must be
accepted by the Type Commander, and the Fleet Commander so
informed. Where the firm price is not acceptable the final
amount is settled by negotiation.
Records and Reporting Procedures
Good management practice and maximum value per dollar
appropriated require that the Fleet maintain adequate accounting
procedures for their limited funds resources. This is accomplishes
by the Fleet Commander who maintains a Fiscal Officer and small
staff for this purpose.
The records maintained by the Fleet Commander consist of
A. Check book records to show planning estimates
issued against each Type Commander's planning limita-
tions and the balances available to each Type
Commander.
B. Informal records of planning estimates issued to
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each shipyard by all Type Commanders to show
requirements for project order amendments.
C» Card record of planning estimate for each
ship to show latest revision,
D. Funds Resources Ledger (NavCompt Form 2030)
showing commitments, obligations, expenditures,
unallotted balance, allotments and unexpended
balance.
The Type Commander is required to maintain only check
book type records to show planning estimates, amendments and
planning limitations available for issue.
The Naval Shipyard establishes a separate Customer Order
for each ship overhaul generally converting a previously estab-
lished Commander's Order. The records maintained are:
A. Fund Resources Ledger to show total accrued
costs as obligations of the project order.
B. Maintains customer order costs (ship hull number)
and individual job order costs.
The shipyard prepares a monthly management report for the
information of the Fleet Commander, Type Commanders and the
Bureau of Ships which shows the planning estimates, the ship-
yard's latest estimate, obligations incurred (accrued costs to
date) and expenditures (billings to date). In addition a monthly
report is made to the Fleet Commander by the Shipyard of the
status of all project orders held by the yard.
The Navy Regional Accounts Offices (NRAO) in Norfolk and
Oakland assist the Atlantic and Pacific Fleet Commanders
respectively, by making monthly reports of supplies and equipage
obligations broken down by Type Commanders. This information on
the allotment status is then entered in the Fleet general ledgers.
Suballocations are reported to the Bureau of Ships on a
monthly basis by the 18th of each month by the Fleet Commander,
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giving Btatus obligations and unobligated balances both monthly
and cumulative to date. The Bureau then poets the information
to its appropriation ledgers.
Expenditure data is received by the shipyard and the
Bureau on the basis of vouchers received from all Navy Regional
Accounts Offices. The Fleet Commander formerly received expendi-
ture information in summary form from the Bureau for recording
in his Funds Resources Ledger and liquidating of obligations.
However, since July 1, 1959 the Nav Compt has no longer required
such a summary and the Fleet Commander is required to provide
his own consolidation from monthly reports received from all
the NRAO's.
Summary
The nresent system of accounting for fleet maintenance
funds appears to be satisfactory with the exception of the area
of expenditure accounting. Good management and legal limitations
require the Fleet Commander maintain accurate accounting of
obligations and commitments. With the assistance of the Naval
Shipyards and Regional Accounts Offices he is able to do this
satisfactorily.
Though expenditure accounting serves no useful purpose
to the Fleet Commander, he is required to maintain expenditure
accounts and attempt to reconcile expenditures with obligations.
This appears to be a wasteful and time consuming procedure for
which he has neither the manpower nor the required information
to establish a balance. This requirement should be eliminated




The previous four chapters have described in some detail
the budget, organization and methods required in maintenance
support of the Active Fleet. It should be recognized that many
of the problems which exist in this area also apply throughout
the entire defense budget. The problems are inherent in any
discussion of defense posture now being discussed by the Congress
arl several prominent retired flag officers.
Mr* Franke summed up the basic defense budget problem
very well in his statement before the House Subcommittee on
Appropriations s
The necessity of balancing requirements against
resources, the tremendous advances in weapons techno-
logy, the Increase in the cost of almost everything
we buy—all of these have contributed to the diffi-
culties of budget preparation. While the military
strength of our country is of predominant importance
If we are to survive the threats we face, the economic
welfare of the country, too, is of importance. 35
This year, as never before, there have been heated words
spoken by the President as well as certain leaders in the Con-
gree concerning what is *ad equate" military strength for this
country. Nearly everyone agrees that we should have all the
35Hearlngs Before the House Subcommittee of the
Committee on Appropriations . 86th Congress, : econd Cession,




military strength necessary but we cannot ''afford" to be wrong
in our choice.
In this paper I have previously criticized the lack of
a plan by the CNO for n-aintenance support of the active fleet.
I have pointed out that there seemed to be no policy in the
distribution of funds between programs in the Navy's budget.
A review of the proposed Navy budget for fiscal year 1961 and
the hearings before the Congress in support of this budget,
indicate that the CMC hap, for the first time put forth a well
planned well bale need, budget.
Cf greet importance to this budget is the expenditure
limitation which has not been previously discussed. However,
annual expenditure limitations:, appear to be here to stay and
future budgets must reckon with this limitation if we are to
maintain the annual balance of revenue and cost.
In older to meet the expenditure limitation but still
have money for continuing programs it is necessary to balance
between the annual accounts for maintenance operation and per-
sonnel, with the continuing accounts of procurement, research
and construction. Continuing accounts spend out at average rates
of 20 percent during the year appropriated, and 26 percent and
54 percent In the two following years, while annual accounts are
spent in the year appropriated. Thus with the present expendi-
ture limitations, too large an annual account will leave nothing
for procurement or research.
The resulting budget must be a coc/promise between force
levels and procurement and research. The Navy is faced with
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a gradually shrinking establishment which must be maintained at
the highest level of efficiency. No longer can we afford to
carry unproductive programs, people or activities
.
Present planE point toward a continuing reduction in
the Fleet and the Shore Lttablish&ent. This trend will probably
continue by stepe for some time in the future. The Navy for
1961 will for example, be reduced by hj ships, 400 aircraft,
3000 military and 7000 civilian personnel. These reductions are
required only to stay even with increasing operating costs and
will provide little additional money for fleet support.
Conclusion
The Navy is gradually recognizing that its problem lies
in better management of existing resources of manpower, money
and material. Top management has been slow to consider these
limitations which are faced by every business man. Future Navy
budgetn will not suoply increasing amounts of money for main-
taining our aging Fleet, It appears doubtful that money will
be available to reduce the backlog in alterations required for
modernization with material now on the shelf or in various
stages of procurement. In the Cpace Age the Navy must take
large leaps into the future and drop out the old whether they
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